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HOTEL AND RESIDENTIAL 
LIGHTING



Designing lighting for hotel interiors is quite a challenging task. The designers are 
faced with the necessity of putting together both functional, lively common areas 
within the hotel, as well as rooms with a more calm ambience, where people can 
relax and wind down. The appropriate lighting arrangement becomes a pleasant 
backdrop that intuitively accompanies the guests at every stage of their stay and 
creates a welcoming, comfortable atmosphere that encourages them to visit again 
in the future.

A significant portion of the electricity used in hotels goes into lighting the facility. 
Savings due to reduced maintenance costs can be successfully achieved by using 
luminaires with LED technology. These products ensure the high energy efficiency 
of the lighting installation and, consequently, its lower operating costs. Another 
undeniable advantage is that this type of lighting is much more environmentally 
friendly and sustainable. 
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A FRIENDLY WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Using light sources with modern LED technology can significantly reduce 
electricity costs and provide employees with a more comfortable workplace. 
When selecting a lighting system, special attention should be paid to:

  LUMINAIRE PARAMETERS

 COMPLIANC E WITH THE EN 12464-1:2012  
      STANDARD

 LIFETIME OF THE LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

 ENERGY SAVINGS AND OPERATING COSTS 
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Aleksandra Kuska-Grządziel, opthalmologist

Results of clinical studies and my long-standing medical practice serve as a confirmation
that light is extremely important for our vision process. I have repeatedly come in contact
with patients, whose vision impairment progressed due to inadequate lighting in the
workplace. That is why we should pay particular attention to proper lighting in places
where we read, work or study. Lighting isn’t the only factor influencing our vision. We are
often required to spend long hours working in front of monitors. This also has a negative
impact on our eyesight. In order to minimize these consequences, it’s a good idea to think
about taking breaks. Once an hour, we should look away from the computer and gaze out
the window or somewhere into the distance. This will loosen the strained extraocular
muscles, allowing them to relax.
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Lighting intensity 
uniformity (Uo)

The lighting uniformity 
(Uo) on the working plane 
should reach a value 
between 0.4 and 0.6. It i 
salso recommended that 
the lighting be designed 
in a way that ensures the 
appropriate ambience for 
the given task

Correct color rendering 
(CRI)

Working comfort and well-
being of the employees 
(UGRL)

The unified glare rating 
should be maintained within 
the following values:
  UGRL<19 in conference 

rooms
  UGRL<22 near the 

reception desk, in lobbies 
and spa areas

  UGRL<25 in corridors and 
communication zones

The right lighting intensity (or 
illuminance) must be ensured 
in the following spaces:
  500 lx – conference rooms, 

kitchens
  300 lx – receptions, spas & 

fitness areas 
  200 lx – lobbies, bathrooms/

restrooms, technical rooms
  100 lx – corridors and 

communication zones
  75 lx – parking spaces in the 

indoor parking facility

Lighting intensity  (Em)

The color rendering index 
should be greater than 80, 
however it may vary and 
take on values between 40 
and 90 depending on the 
type of room

Color temperature
(CCT/Tcp)

Luminaires with a color temperature of 4000 Kelvin 
have a positive impact on the comfort and general well-
being of employees and makes it easier for them to 
focus on their tasks
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JUST LIKE DAYLIGHT 

Natural and artificial optical radiation sources can 
pose a serious photobiological threat to human eyes 
and skin. Ultraviolet radiation ranks among the most 
active and dangerous causes of this type of threat. 
However, visible light and infrared radiation may 
also be hazardous when certain exposure limits are 
exceeded. Assessing the level of photobiological 
threat that can come from optical radiation emitted 
from luminaires is a complicated process. It requires 
access to specialized, calibrated measuring 
equipment and laboratory personnel with the highest 
technical competences. ES-SYSTEM has its own 
testing laboratory which operates according to SMT 
procedures (Supervised Manufacturer’s Testing – 
one of two manufacturer laboratories of this type in 
Poland), performing comprehensive photobiological 

LEDs provide better quality and healthier light.
All ES-SYSTEM products are tested for photobiological safety and 
obtain relevant certificates.

testing. The classification of luminaires in terms of 
their photobiological impact is based on risk groups 
which are defined as follows: 
  Risk-free group 0: luminaires that do not pose  

a threat due to photobiological hazards,
  Risk group 1: luminaires that are not hazardous in 

normal conditions of use,
  Risk group 2: luminaires that do not pose a threat 

due to an aversion to very bright light sources or 
thermal discomfort, 

  Risk group 3: luminaires that are hazardous even 
following temporary or brief exposure. Their use in 
general lighting is not permitted.

Most ES-SYSTEM luminaires are classified as 
risk-free in group 0, which means that they do not 
pose a photobiological risk. This has been confirmed 
by the appropriate certificates. 

candlelight incandescent
bulb



HUMAN CENTRIC LIGHTING: TRANSPARENT CIRCADIAN
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The mature retina of the human eye contains approximately
3000 photosensitive ganglion cells (ipRCG), which are
most sensitive to a blue light range of a specifically defined
wavelength. It is a radiation within a given range which has
the strongest effect on the human circadian system and the
pupillary reflex.
 
The ipRGC receptor encodes the energy of light radiation
and records changes in the radiation intensity occurring
in the morning (for at least 90 minutes). Then the signal
is sent to the pineal gland, which causes the inhibition of
melatonin secretion. The organism receives the information
that the wake cycle has begun and awakens from sleep, thus
preparing us for daily activity 

In contrast, when the radiation with red wavelengths
of the light spectrum reaches the highest value at sunset,
the process of melatonin secretion into the organism begins
once more, gradually preparing us for sleep, regulating our
circadian rhythm.  

Staying in rooms with limited access to natural daylight
for prolonged periods of time exposes us to the adverse

phenomenon of melatonin secretion at an equal level
throughout the day. This may result in many negative
symptoms, such as: lack of concentration, feeling unwell,
drowsiness, apathy, fatigue, and even depression.
 In order for the ipRGC photoreceptor to be able to send the
appropriate signal to the brain, so that the process of the
secretion of the „sleep hormone” into the organism will be
triggered or blocked, the retina of the eye must be reached by
a certain amount of energy from blue light (in the morning) or
red light (in the afternoon) of a strictly defined wavelength.

ES-SYSTEM 's TRANSPARENT luminaires have been equipped
with the CIRCADIAN System which mixes blue and red LEDs
of a particular wavelength to imitate the most important
attribute of daylight – the ability to inhibit the secretion of
sleep hormones into the organism at the right time.  

TRANSPARENT CIRCADIAN is designed mainly for interiors
with limited access to sunlight – hospital rooms, nursing
homes, or schools.
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I have read through the presentation material for TRANSPARENT CIRCADIAN and
have to say that the idea is excellent. It is based on scientific facts presented by two
independent research groups that have demonstrated the action spectrum, with the
calculated peak at 459–464 nm of visible light exposure on the human eyes,
for the light-induced suppression of melatonin excretion.1,2

Light therapy (also called bright light treatment) has been used for the first-line
treatment of seasonal affective disorder (also known as major depressive disorder or
bipolar disorder with the seasonal pattern) since the beginning of 1980’s. 3,4

The right-timed exposures to light benefit not only treatment of seasonal mood
disorders, but also treatment of non-seasonal depressive disorders and that of
circadian rhythm sleep disorders. 5,6,7 Thus, the concept of TRANSPARENT CIRCADIAN
fits in the evidence-based approach to treatment of the aforementioned mental
disorders and supports their clinical management.

Timo Partonen,  Doctor of Medicine
National Institute for Health and Welfare, Finland
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Human Centric Lighting is a concept for artificial interior lighting, which takes the human
circadian rhythm into account. The goal is to use advanced color rendering technology in
order to generate light with a spectrum similar to the spectrum of sunlight, which varies
throughout the day
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SMART LIGHTING
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It is undeniable that natural daylight is the best kind of light. 
Daylight regulates the human circadian rhythm and affects 
our mood and well-being. Unfortunately, the changing se-
asons and weather conditions limit our access to natural day-
light, making it necessary to resort to artificial lighting. In an 
effort to minimize the negative effects of lacking daylight, it’s 
important to pay special attention to the quality of the artifi-
cial light we use in its place. 
The biggest advantage of LED lighting lies in its energy effi-
ciency. LEDs consume up to 90% less electricity than conven-
tional light bulbs. What’s more, they boast a useful lifetime 
that is up to 100 times longer. Luminaires with LED light so-

urces can operate reliably for several years, which means they 
don’t require replacing nearly as often.
Smart Lighting – intelligent lighting control systems can fur-
ther help to reduce energy costs. Daylight intensity varies de-
pending on the time of day, whereas luminaires with proper 
lighting control guarantee a constant lighting intensity that 
adapts to outdoor lighting conditions. The lighting design in 
hotel rooms, restaurants or bars should adequately affect the 
ambience and emotional lighting perception of the frequen-
ters, and be combined with regulating and maintaining their 
natural circadian rhythm, creating a so-called “non-pictorial” 
illuminance.

8 AM

11 AM

Daylight intensity
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lx
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S
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The percentages given represent the artificial lighting intensity.
These calculations were performed on October 15th 
in a conference hall with an area of 160 m2.

CIRCADIAN TECHNOLOGY
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"Having   talked   with   ES-SYSTEM   about   what   is   technologically  possible  when  combining  the  latest  LEDs  
with  spectral  power  distribution  coming  as  close  as  possible  to  sunlight,  and  photoreceptor-weighted  ad-
justments  in  intensity  based  on  local  sky  measurements,  ES-SYSTEM’s  way  forward  in  designing  lighting  in-
stallations  being  in  harmony  with  human  circadian  rhythms  is  the most advanced I have come across so far." .

Katharina Wulff, PhD
University Research Lecturer in Chronobiology and Sleep University of Oxford 

United Kingdom

CIRCADIAN is a technology that best mimics sunlight. Thanks to the use of the latest LEDs with the right configuration of blue 
and red light emission, it affects the suppression and stimulation of melatonin release. Thus, it energizes or helps to wind down 
and fall asleep peacefully, supporting the natural human circadian rhythm. 
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A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF SERVICES 
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ES-SYSTEM designs, develops, manufactures and sells a wide assortment of high performance,
specification grade lighting solutions and offers a comprehensive range of services – from
itemizing lighting, analyzing and diagnosing customer needs, to working out and designing a
customized lighting solution, as well as performing installation and after-sales services.

WE ILLUMINATE ANY SPACE
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Education & Sports Retail Arts & Culture 

Hotels & Residential

Street & Infrastructure Industry & Infrastructure Healthcare Urban & Façade 
Illuminations

Offices
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OFERUJEMY: 

Technical design Production Logistics

After-sales service

Assessing needs of end-
users 

Collaboration with 
architects and lighting 
designers

Lighting design

Advisory service for 
installers



RECEPTIONS

PRODUCTS

LOBBIES

PRODUCTS

 28
FX LINE

 29 28
GECO TRIANGLE
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 28
FX LINE

 30
ARCH FLOWER

 32
WHY

The reception is truly a hotel’s trademark – the first place guests see. The first impression always counts. The guest must 
feel welcome in the warm and friendly interior. However, it’s important to remember that a hotel is also a demanding 
workplace. A properly illuminated desktop will create a great environment for both the personnel and the guests.

Modern hotels and apartment buildings have beautiful, spacious lobbies. These are spaces that combine both 
representation and communication functions. They should be elegant and well-lit to make a great first impression on the 
guests. On the other hand, it’s a good idea to separate several zones within the lobby where the light will be warm and 
slightly dimmed down, perfect for casual meetings or as a comfortable place for guests to sit down and relax in.



APARTMENTS – LIVING

PRODUCTS

APARTMENTS – WORK

PRODUCTS

 31
FX LINE CIRCADIANCAMELEON FRAMELESS IRIS DECO

 28  29

Lighting in living spaces has to be particularly flexible and functional. It should easily adapt to the ongoing preferences of 
the household members. The user should effortlessly and quickly be able to adapt a bright, well-lit living room to create a 
cozy, relaxing refuge. Luminaires with variable lighting intensity are perfect for this purpose.

More and more people choose to work from home. To increase comfort and efficiency, it’s important to arrange an 
appropriate work station with lighting of the highest quality. The general lighting luminaires should have louvres to 
prevent unpleasant glare. The work station should also be equipped with adjustable desk luminaires that will precisely 
illuminate the desktop.
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 30
LOTUS

 31 28
LUNA CIRCADIANGECO



PREMIUM SUITES

PRODUCTS

 29  30
LOTUSIRISGECO

 28

STANDARD ROOMS

PRODUCTS

 34
TITANIA LED ECO

 35 31
PLATO LEDCAMELEON
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The lighting arrangement in the hotel rooms should make the guests feel at home. Whether they are on a business trip 
or on vacation – the hotel room is a place where they can get some rest. A harmonious, functional interior is the easiest 
way to make the guests’ stay more pleasant. The general lighting must harmonize with the accent lighting, creating the 
perfect atmosphere for relaxation or focusing on assigned tasks.

Lighting in suites for the most important guests must emphasize the rooms’ prestige and guarantee extraordinary 
comfort. An intuitive control system that will make it possible to adjust the color temperature and lighting intensity to 
the visitors’ preferences will further enhance the hotel’s status. The light arrangement must harmonize with the interior 
design and accentuate the most important spaces, so that guests can experience a relaxed atmosphere at every moment 
of their stay.



BATHROOMS

PRODUCTS

 34  35
CANOSAMAROCAMELEON

 31

RESTROOMS

Private bathrooms in hotel rooms have become a standard. The intimacy and individuality of those spaces are qualities 
that should be emphasized. A bright interior, calm colors and mood lighting are sure to build up a sense of luxury and 
uniqueness. The luminaires used must have a high degree of ingress protection to ensure reliable operation for years to 
come.

A freely accessible hotel restroom is a place where the efficiency and energy-saving qualities of the lighting are of crucial 
importance. In order to achieve this, it’s a good idea to install motion detectors. This solution significantly reduces energy 
consumption, and the guests can enjoy the bonus of improved user comfort.

PRODUCTS

 34  35
CANOSAMAROCAMELEON IP54

 31
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RESTAURANTS

PRODUCTS

TRAINGLEGECO 
 28  29

LUNA
 31

PRODUCTS

CORRIDORS

 36
S4000 BIS LEDFX LINE

 28  36
BRACKET

Corridors are frequented by hotel guests on the way to their rooms or to the common areas. The right lighting should 
reduce the “tunnel effect” and create a welcoming, open interior. This can be achieved by using the appropriate accent 
lighting that will set the right rhythm. At the same time, strict emergency lighting regulations must be followed.

The lighting in the restaurant should underline its character. The lighting arrangement should harmonize with the dishes 
that are served. A traditional or modern approach to cooking should be highlighted. The lighting should create a pleasant, 
sociable atmosphere. The color rendering is also an important aspect – the food should be a feast for the eyes as well.
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KITCHENS

PRODUCTS

INDUSTRIA PURE COSMO FX
 38  37  38

Adequate hotel kitchen lighting is essential for the completion of the hotel staff’s daily tasks. The general lighting should 
be even and must not cause glare. It’s also important to remember about extra work space lighting that will accentuate the 
appropriate zones in the kitchen and make it easier for the personnel to work more efficiently.

TRIANGLE
 29

CLUBS / HOTEL BARS

PRODUCTS

 33
SATURN

 32
RETRO 2

Lighting in hotel clubs should focus on two aspects. On the one hand, it’s important to emphasize the individual character 
of the place, on the other – one must achieve a certain ambience. These interiors should have a relaxing feel to them that 
encourages guests to spend more of their time at the hotel club or bar.
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SPA AND WELLNESS FACILITIES

PRODUCTS

 37 30
ARCH FLOWER PURE KRYPTON

 33

CONFERENCE ROOMS

PRODUCTS

 37 31
LUNA CIRCADIAN OPPOSITE 1 DYNAWHITE OPPOSITE 2 DYNAWHITE

 37

Lighting in gyms and wellness facilities has to create the right atmosphere – it should either be relaxing or activating. 
Soft, warm light relaxes spa frequenters and puts them in an enjoyable mood. On the other hand, bright light livens up the 
atmosphere and encourages physical activity. Dynamically changing light with CIRCADIAN technology is a great way to aid 
regeneration in a natural way.

Conference rooms in hotels must cater to a variety of tasks. They can be the setting for parties and wedding receptions, 
small business meetings, training courses or major lectures. Regardless of their use, they should provide their users with 
an exceptional sense of comfort. That is why they should be equipped with glare-reducing general lighting and subtle 
accent lighting. Intelligent  lighting control systems make it possible to program several scenes for every occasion and 
instantly adjust the lighting in the rooms to current needs.
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TECHNICAL AND UTILITY ROOMS

PRODUCTS

 38 38  38
INDUSTRIACOSMO APEX COSMO ECLIPSE

PARKING FACILITIES

PRODUCTS

 41 40
PARK FLOWERRACER MINICOSMO APEX COSMO ORION

 38  38

Both indoor and outdoor parking lots must be well lit in order to ensure maximum safety for their users. Uniform lighting 
in every corner and clearly designated zones make it easier to locate parking spaces and exit routes, which further 
emphasizes the hotel’s prestige and care for its customers from the very beginning.

Utility rooms in large hotels contain huge quantities of cleaning equipment, detergents and high shelves for storing 
bedding. Because they are used to store various chemical cleaning agents, it is crucial for them to be well lit in order to 
help the personnel find the right packaging and equipment. The luminaires should have motion detectors so that the light 
is immediately switched on when someone enters the room. This greatly simplifies work for staff who often enter the 
rooms with their hands full.
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OUTDOOR SPACES

PRODUCTS

 39  41 39
URAN 10 LED LEDPIPPE GARDEN FLOWER VILUX

 40

EMERGENCY LIGHTING

One of the construction requirements for hotel buildings is having 
an adequate emergency lighting installation. A reliable network 
ensures that persons present in the building remain safe in the 
event of dangerous situations resulting from a power outage 
when the general lighting doesn’t work, allowing for a quick and 
efficient evacuation. 
The correctness of the installation’s operation as well as the te-
sting method and frequency are specified in detail by the stan-
dards and legal provisions that apply to emergency lighting. The 
systems for the central monitoring of autonomous lighting and 
central emergency lighting power supply systems manufactured 
by us guarantee that all these conditions are met.
The latest achievement in terms of emergency luminaire central 
monitoring systems is the ES-CTI DALI system, which was develo-
ped for the purpose of controlling, monitoring and testing emer-
gency lighting luminaires. As the name suggests, the monitoring 
system was based on the popular – and most importantly – world-
-wide standard, the DALI (Digital Addressable Lighting Interface) 
communication system. DALI is a protocol for the communication 
between various elements of an electrical installation and the 
control system, regardless of the technological solutions used.
The use of the DALI protocol gives a much wider array of possi-
bilities than all other existing emergency luminaire monitoring 
systems.
A new, revolutionary feature lies in the integration of emergency 

luminaires with the general lighting on the same communication 
buses.
The control units are the most important element of the system. 
These devices are very intuitive to use thanks to their pre-pro-
gramming, which allows for easy connection to any computer, 
tablet or smartphone. In addition to the units, the topology of 
the system is complemented by emergency luminaires equipped 
with a microprocessor monitoring system. However, thanks to the 
standardization of the communication, the ES-CTI DALI system 
can also include general lighting luminaires, as well as motion and 
light sensors or control panels.
VERTEX is a lighting automation controller that collects data and 
monitors subordinate luminaires. It’s a place for storing informa-
tion, which is why the connection from any device gives full ad-
ministration capability, allows for setting schedules and granting 
access to previous reports. The built-in DALI bus power supply 
makes it possible to reduce costs related to the necessity of in-
stalling additional subcomponents and makes the system conta-
ining the unit fully autonomous. Thanks to innovative Ethernet 
communication solutions, the lighting control can be performed 
from any system platform with web browser support. The intuiti-
ve software allows for the quick creation of report logs respected 
by fire protection services, the simple configuration of the entire 
system, entering schedules, as well as obtaining information 
about the current status of each element of the system.

PRODUCTS

ARIS

 44
VERTEX

 43
MONITOR1 IP65 LED HOMONITOR1 IP40 LED

 43 42
LUMI

 42
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Outdoor spaces play a key role in building the prestige of a hotel. This is the guests’ first place of contact with any given 
facility. Ensuring extraordinary attention to detail and a friendly, hospitable atmosphere are guaranteed ways to make 
the perfect first impression on arriving guests. A fitting illumination of the building’s façade that beautifully emphasizes 
its shape and a well-lit, visually inviting entrance are excellent assets to any hotel. In addition, subtly illuminated, well-
groomed greenery is a soothing sight for weary travelers.
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PRODUCTS PRODUCTS

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 800 lm 
 Power: 12 W
 Color temperature: 3000K
 Color rendering index: Ra> 80
 Ingress protection rating: IP20
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

  The product family includes the following luminaires: IRIS, 
IRIS ARCH, IRIS DECO

  The unique possibility of changing the luminaire’s 
photometry by tilting the petal with the use of 

    a special ball joint
  Uniform illumination in the workplace
  Smooth luminous flux adjustment 
  A delicate, timeless form that fits seamlessly into any space 

Features of the  IRIS family:

 the IRIS family 

IRIS

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 800-3950 lm
 Power: 10-31 W
 Color temperature: 2700K, 3000K, 4000K
 Color rendering index: Ra>90, Ra>80
 Ingress protection rating: IP20
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

  The product family includes the following systems: GECO 
MINI, GECO MIDI1, GECO MIDI2, GECO MAXI 

  A housing made of anodized die-cast aluminum
  Optics that can be tilted to create a wallwasher version
  A modular system that allows for the efficient replacement 

of its components
  8 reflectors to choose from: specular silver, matte white, 

ribbed matte white, matte black, black specular titanium, 
ribbed matte black, specular gold and a white collar 
reflector

  Magnetically fastened accessories: a honeycomb or glass   
Light distribution variants: 12°, 24° and 36°

   Two housing shapes: square and round

Features of the GECO family:

 the GECO family

GECO

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 1300-10700 lm
 Power: 11-74 W  
 Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K
 Color rendering index: Ra> 80
 Ingress protection rating: IP20
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

  A timeless, smooth, rectangular profile 
  The luminaire housing is made of powder-coated or 

anodized aluminum profile malowany proszkowo lub 
anodowany

  Suitable for creating linear structures 
  Separate lighting control for the top and bottom modules

  4 optics available: a darkpoint louvre, a parabolic louvre, a 
microprismatic diffuser, and an opal diffuser

 A luminous efficacy of up to 145 lm/W
    Intuitive optics installation in the CLICK system
    Emergency versions with a backup duration time of up to 3h        
    are available

Features of the FX LINE family:

 the FX LINE family

FX LINE

Technical data:

 Luminous flux:  3500-7600 lm 
 Power: 41-82 W
 Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K
 Color rendering index: Ra> 80
 Ingress protection rating: IP20
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

  Unique luminaire design by the MEDUSA GROUP
  2 diffuser types – opal and microprismatic
  Quick and easy installation using wire suspensions
  Unlimited possibilities for the creation of three-dimensional 

structures by combining smaller and larger versions  
    ON/OFF, DALI and SWITCH DIM versions available 
    Elements for side and corner joining available

Features of the TRIANGLE family:

 the TRIANGLE family

TRIANGLE



PRODUCTS PRODUCTS
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 the ARCH FLOWER family

Features of the ARCH FLOWER family:

 Luminous flux: 2200–13600 lm
 Power: 23–130 W
 Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K
 Color rendering index: Ra> 80
 Ingress protection rating: IP44
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

ARCH FLOWER

   An innovative solution, registered design 
   3 system sizes – MINI, MIDI and MAXI
   MIDI and MAXI versions with 30° and 50° lenses available
   MINI and MIDI versions available with a microprismatic 

diffuser
   Each module can be adjusted independently 

Technical data:

  Versions with 2, 3 and 4 petals available
  The luminaire can be painted any RAL color
   ON/OFF or DALI versions available

  A luminaire that is a combination of the subtle form of its 
light-emitting petal and its simple, minimalist housing   

  The unique possibility to change the luminaire’s photometry 
by adjusting the tilt of its petal thanks to the use of a special 
ball joint

Features of the LOTUS family:

  LOTUS system

LOTUS

Technical data:

  A delicate, timeless form that seamlessly blends into any 
interior

  Smooth luminous flux intensity changing

 Luminous flux: 800 lm
 Power: 12 W
 Color temperature: 3000K
 Color rendering index: Ra> 80
 Ingress protection rating: IP20
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

 the LUNA LED family

Features of the LUNA LED family:

 Luminous flux: 1250-16000 lm
 Power: 16-206 W  
 Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K, CIRCADIAN,  

    DYNAWHITE  
 Color rendering index: Ra> 80
 Ingress protection rating: IP40
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

LUNA LED

   A luminaire for pendant or recessed  ceiling mounting 
   This product can be manufactured with an irregularly 

shaped housing
   CIRCADIAN and DYNAWHITE versions available
   A diffuser made of a non-flammable, non-toxic, flexible, 

deformation- and moisture-resistant thermoelastic PVC 
foil with excellent lighting distribution and minimized glare: 
UGR<19  

Technical data:

   A version with an acoustic membrane is also 
available

   A magnet system in the round version allows 
for quick, tool-free access to the inside of the 
luminaire

             A thickness of only 14 cm
   ON/OFF and DALI versions available

 the CAMELEON family

  A configurable spotlight with a wide assortment of 
technical parameters and design options 

  Versions for recessed mounting in ceilings with square or 
round frames, a FRAMELESS version, as well as a version 
for surface mounting on ceilings available

  3 system sizes – MINI, MIDI and MAXI
  Standard and tilted versions available

    Light distribution variants: 24°, 38°, 60°  
  Versions with a higher ingress protection 

    rating of up to IP54 available
  ON/OFF and DALI versions available
    Certificate of hygiene from 
    the Polish National Institute of Public Health   

Features of the CAMELEON family:

 Luminous flux: 790–5600 lm
 Power: 8–58 W
 Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K
 Ingress protection rating: Ra> 80
 Ingress protection rating: IP20, IP54
 Power supply voltage: 230 V ACCAMELEON MIDI 2CAMELEON MIDI 1

Technical data:

CAMELEON FRAMELESS
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Technical data:

 the WHY family

 Luminous flux: 3400-15800 lm
 Power: 26-167 W
 Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K, RGB 
 Color rendering index: Ra>80
 Ingress protection rating: IP20
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

WHY 2

  An award-winning product: LuxLive 2018, LuxAward 2018, 
one of the best product innovations at L+B 2018, German 
Design Award Special 2019

  An innovative solution featuring a linear luminaire with light 
distribution in 4 directions 

 Unique, concave luminaire shape 
 Sides illuminated with dynamic RGB color changing light     

  An evenly illuminated, opalized bottom diffuser or a specially 
designed louvre reflector with low glare: UGR<19 

  Optional  separate lighting control for the top and bottom 
modules

 DALI dimmable   
   Versions with CASAMBI wireless lighting control are also  
    available

Features of the  WHY family:

Technical data:

 KRYPTON system

 Luminous flux: 1800 lm  
    Power: 22 W  
    Color temperature: 3000K  
    Color rendering index: Ra>80  
    Ingress protection rating: IP66  
    Power supply voltage: 230 V AC  

KRYPTON

   A decorative luminaire with an industrial/mining look   
    from the Urban Style collection    
    Especially recommended for raw, industrial-style    
    interiors    
    Housing made of powder-coated die-cast aluminum    

    Frosted hardened glass diffuser    
    Steel protective grid   
    The luminaire’s very high ingress protection rating  
    makes it suitable for outdoor use    
    Available in any RAL color   

Features of KRYPTON system:

PRODUCTS

 Luminous flux: 500 lm  
    Power: 12 W  
    Color temperature: 3000K  
 Color rendering index: Ra> 80

    Ingress protection rating: IP54  
    Power supply voltage: 230 V AC 

 SATURN system

    The steel grid has a decorative and protective function
    Transparent hardened glass diffuser
    The luminaire’s very high ingress protection rating makes it  
    suitable for use under roofing outdoors
    Suitable for through-wiring

  A decorative luminaire with an industrial/mining look from 
the Urban Style collection    

    Especially recommended for raw, industrial-style interiors
    The die-cast aluminum housing is powder-coated in any 
    RAL color

Features of  SATURN system:

SATURN

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 1400–2100 lm
 Power: 15–26 W
 Color temperature: 3000K
 Color rendering index: Ra> 80
 Ingress protection rating: IP20
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

 RETRO 2 system

  A deeply placed light source prevents glare
    Available in any RAL color  
    Two luminaire diameters: 375 mm and 460 mm
    

  Industrial/loft luminaire design  
  Painted aluminum sheet housing
  An aluminum sheet reflector painted 

    with highly reflective white paint

Features of RETRO2 system:

RETRO 2

Technical data:
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Technical data:

   Luminous flux: 1600-2500 lm  
   Power: 15-26 W  
   Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K   
   Color rendering index: Ra> 80
   Ingress protection rating: IP20, IP44  
   Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

 the CANOS family

 A universal round downlight for various applications    
 A version with 67° light distribution and glare protection:  

    UGR<19 is especially suitable for use in offices or rooms 
    with high ceilings
 A highly permeable frosted diffuser that is retracted 

    by 35 mm and an efficient reflector made of specular        
    aluminum sheet create an optimized optical solution       
 A version with IP44 ingress protection is suitable 

Features of the CANOS family:

CANOS

    for use in rooms with high humidity or strict cleanliness  
    requirements    
 An emergency version with the certificate of approval 

    from Poland's Scientific and Research Center for Fire 
    Protection and National Research Institute (CNBOP) is also   
    available    
 ENEC certificate

PRODUCTS

Technical data:

 AMARO system

 Luminous flux: 1600-3100 lm  
    Power: 23-45 W  
    Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K  
    Color rendering index: Ra>80  
    Ingress protection rating: IP40, IP44  
    Power supply voltage: 230 V AC  

AMARO

 A flat, square ceiling luminaire for modern interiors    
    A highly permeable PMMA diffuser that is resistant to  
    yellowing and provides a uniform illumination of its entire  
    surface without any visible LED points    
    Quick, tool-free access to the luminaire's interior thanks to  
    diffuser mounting using two magnets 
  Available with a microwave motion and light sensor that 

    makes it possible to set the following parameters: switching  

    thresholds, detection range and operating time variants      
   An increased ingress protection rating of IP44 makes this   

    product suitable for use in humid rooms    
   An emergency version with the certificate of approval from  

    Poland's Scientific and Research Center for Fire Protection 
    and National Research Institute (CNBOP) is also available   
   ON/OFF and DALI versions available   

Features of AMARO system

  Luminous flux: 1300-4600 lm  
   Power: 14-45 W  
   Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K  
   Color rendering index: Ra>80  
    Ingress protection rating: IP40  
    Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

 PLATO LED system

PLATO LED

Technical data:

Features of PLATO LED system

  A timeless, classic luminaire shape    
   A highly permeable, evenly illuminated PMMA 

    diffuser that is resistant against yellowing     
   Uniform light diffusion – no visible LED points  

   Lightweight luminaire construction  
   Easy access to the electrical connection 
   Tool-free opening of the luminaire 

     in the TWIST system    

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 2200-4600 lm  
   Power: 20-45 W  
   Color rendering index: Ra> 80  
   Ingress protection rating: IP20  
   Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

 TITANIA LED ECO system

    to suit many different applications     
  A diffuser with uniform light diffusion – no visible 

    LED points     
  The color of the decorative ring can be specified by the   

    customer     
  Tool-free access to the luminaire in the TWIST system    

 

   A ceiling luminaire shaped like a slightly convex cylinder   
    made of white, opal plastic with a decorative gray ring     
  The illuminated ceiling effect around the luminaire is  

    achieved thanks to the light-permeating vertical 
    plane of the diffuser    
  Suitable for surface mounting on ceilings or walls    
  Three diameter variants allow for the luminaire 

Features of TITANIA LED ECO system

TITANIA LED ECO
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Technical data:

 the BRACKET family

 Luminous flux: 3200-15800 lm  
 Power: 26-116 W  
 Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K  
 Color rendering index: Ra>80
 Ingress protection rating: IP20  
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC  

BRACKET 1

  A system for connecting in lines and structures made 
    of unique, convex, extruded aluminum profile    
  A great choice for both modern and traditional interiors    
  This product is suitable for creating linear structures and 

provides direct and indirect light distribution   
  3 optics variants available: a satin PMMA diffuser, a louvre 

reflector with low glare – UGR<19, and a microprismatic 
diffuser with uniform light distribution    

  Easy, tool-free adjustment of the suspension height and 
wire suspension spacing    

  Separate lighting control for the top and bottom modules 
possible    

Features of the BRACKET family:

Technical data:

 the SYSTEM 4000 LED family  

  Luminous flux: 440-4300 lm  
  Power: 5-43 W  
  Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K  
  Color rendering index: Ra>80
  Ingress protection rating: IP20, IP40  
  Power supply voltage: 230 V AC  

4000 LED

  A system with timeless, minimalist design for connecting 
in lines and building spatial structures out of extruded, 
rectangular aluminum profile    

  Suitable for surface, recessed or pendant mounting on 
ceilings      

  A wide range of applications thanks to the adaptation of the 
assembly method, luminous flux, optics and the dimensions 

to the requirements of the project     
  A CLICK-mounted opalized diffuser with uniform light 

distribution    
  Weight: only 1.40 kg/running meter    
  Easy, tool-free adjustment of the suspension height and 

wire suspension spacing     
  ENEC certificate  

Features of the SYSTEM 4000 LED family:

  Luminous flux: 4000-4200 lm  
  Power: 46-50 W  
  Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K, CIRCADIAN, 

     DYNAWHITE  
  Color rendering index: Ra>80
  Ingress protection rating: IP40  
  Power supply voltage: 230 V AC  

  A premium luminaire for recessed mounting in ceilings with 
low glare (UGR<19) and an unusual, registered design    

  CIRCADIAN and DYNAWHITE versions available    
  A round or square, concave or convex, thermoformed, 

multi-layer PMMA diffuser    
 

  Variable color temperature within a range between 
2700K-6500K (DYNAWHITE)    

  Versions for installation in German 625 x 625 mm ceilings 
are also available    

  A spring-lamella system that simplifies assembly     

Features of the OPPOSITE family:

 the OPPOSITE family

OPPOSITE 1 OPPOSITE 2 

Technical data:

   Luminous flux: 3200-12600 lm  
   Power: 34-103 W  
   Color temperature: 4000K  
   Color rendering index: Ra>80, 

     Ra>90
   Ingress protection rating: IP65  
   Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Features of the PURE family:

 the PURE family

PURE

   A luminaire for recessed installation in suspended ceilings  
     or for surface mounting on ceilings that is easy to keep  
     clean and is characterized by increased resistance to  
     adverse working conditions     
   Painted steel housing   
   A diffuser made of matte hardened glass (PURE 1), 

     a  prismatic PMMA diffuser (PURE 3), or a transparent  

Technical data:

     hardened glass diffuser with a parabolic darklight louvre  
     (PURE 4)    
   A luminaire with a high color rendering index: CRI>90, CRI>80    
   Two sizes available: 597 x 597 mm and 1197 x 297 mm    
    A high ingress protection rating: IP65
    Certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute 

      of Public Health
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Technical data:

with a glare-reducing darklight louvre, or with a linear lens     
  High ingress protection: IP66    
  Quick and easy luminaire installation: an LED panel connected 

    to the diffuser
    The power cable can be inserted from the top or the sides 
    of the luminaires    
  CIRCADIAN version also available  

  A luminaire for pendant or surface mounting on ceilings 
with increased resistance to adverse working conditions     

  The luminaire’s construction is optimized for use with LED 
technology    

  A gray metallic-painted housing or in 7 transparent 
illuminated colors (COSMO ORION)    

  A diffuser with a prismatic structure, a transparent diffuser 

Features of the COSMO FX family:

 the COSMO FX family

 Luminous flux: 3500-7300 lm  
 Power: 27-50 W  
    Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K  
  Color rendering index: Ra>80  
   Ingress protection rating: IP66  
  Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

COSMO ORION

COSMO APEX

COSMO ECLIPSE

  A luminaire for pendant or surface mounting on ceilings 
with increased resistance to adverse working conditions     

  An anodized aluminum housing and a diffuser made of 
transparent hardened or laminated glass  

  A version with a glare-reducing, parabolic darklight 
louvre (INDUSTRIA 3)     

 

Features of the INDUSTRIA family:

 the INDUSTRIA family

INDUSTRIA  1

Technical data:

  C4 corrosion class in accordance with the EN ISO 12944-
2:2001 standard    

  The luminaire’s construction prevents it from collecting 
dirt    

  ON/OFF and DALI versions available    

 Luminous flux: 3900-12200 lm  
 Power: 33-95  W  
 Color temperature: 4000K  
 Color rendering index: Ra>80  
 Ingress protection rating: IP65  
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC

Technical data:

  The special construction of the mounting brackets makes it possible 
to change the luminaire’s inclination angle with respect to the 
illuminated surface    

  Dynamic RGB color control using the DMX protocol    
  Suitable for through-wiring  

  A tubular luminaire for lighting window niches and building 
façades and creating colorful, dynamic illuminations     

  The housing is made out of a transparent PMMA tube that is  
resistant against harsh weather conditions    

  Luminaire covers made of stainless steel protect the 
product against difficult working conditions    

Features of the LEDPIPE family:

 the LEDPIPE family

  Luminous flux: 200-2420 lm  
  Power: 4-78 W  
   Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K, RGB  
  Color rendering index: Ra>80  
  Ingress protection rating: IP65  
  Power supply voltage: 230 V AC 

LEDPIPE

  A ground-recessed luminaire for illumination lighting of 
small architecture and greenery    

  Thanks to different optics, this product is suitable for 
both accent and floodlight illumination   

  RGB technology makes it possible to enrich the 
illumination of façades or plants using colored light    

   Specialist lens optics shape the photometric solid    

 

Features of URAN 10 LED system:

 URAN 10 LED system

URAN 10 LED

Technical data:

   Optional color filters or anti-glare mesh    
   This product can withstand a maximum load of 3,000 kg 

at a driving speed of 40 km/h    
   Dust- and waterproof – IP67    
   This luminaire is mounted in the ground directly, or with 

the use of an additional housing    

 Luminous flux: 100-330 lm  
  Power: 2-4 W
 Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K, RGB  
  Color rendering index: Ra>80  
 Ingress protection rating:  IP67 
  Power supply voltage: 230 V AC  
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 Luminous flux: 2600-17000 lm  
 Power: 20-143 W  
 Color temperature: 4000K, 5700K  
 Color rendering index: Ra>80 
 Ingress protection rating: IP66  
 Power supply voltage: 230 V AC  

 the RACER MINI family  

 RACER MINI  

Technical data:

Features of the RACER MINI family:

   A luminaire for lighting streets, bridges, communication 
routes and parking facilities   

   Tool-free access to the electrical compartment, tool-free 
replacement of the lighting control using the removable 
plastic mounting panel ("the basket")

    Dual chamber construction – separate chambers for the 
optics and the electrical equipment    

    

   The luminaire inclination angle can be adjusted within a range 
between -15° to +15°  

   Optional CLO operation – smooth energy consumption 
regulation while maintaining a constant light output    

   4DIM lighting control available (MainsDIM, AstroDIM, 
StepDIM, DALI)    

   No light pollution   
 
 

  Luminous flux: 5150 lm  
  Power: 59 W  
  Color temperature: 4000K  
  Color rendering index: Ra>70  
  Ingress protection rating: IP66  
  Power supply voltage: 230 V AC 

 VILUX system  

VILUX  

Technical data:

Features of VILUX system:

  A unique form   
  Black or gray powered coated die-cast aluminum   
  Asymmetrical light distribution   
  A power supply with increased ingress protection 

     (IP65) installed in the pole    
   ON/OFF version  
   Suitable for through-wiring   

PRODUCTS

 Strumień światła: 3100-15600 lm  
 Power: 32-130 W  
 Color temperature: 3000K, 4000K, 5700K  
 Color rendering index: Ra>70, Ra>80  
 Ingress protection rating: IP65  
 Power supply voltage:  230 V AC

Features of the PARK FLOWER family:

 the PARK FLOWER family  

PARK FLOWER

    The unique possibility to change the luminaire's  
      photometry by tilting, rotating or adjusting the petals'  
      height using a ball joint    
    2, 3, 4 or more petals can be used    
    Also suitable for wall mounting – PARK FLOWER WALL    
    One luminaire can be used for both general and   

Technical data:

      illumination lighting    
    Black or gray powered coated die-cast aluminum    
    ON/OFF version. Optional wired DALI or wireless ZigBee 

(Zlight) lighting control available    
    Suitable for through-wiring 

  Luminous flux: 600-4300lm  
  Power: 10-47W  
  Tcp: 3000K, 4000K  
  Color rendering index: Ra>80  
   Ingress protection rating: IP65  
  Power supply voltage: 230 V AC 

Features of the GARDEN FLOWER family:

 the GARDEN FLOWER family  

GARDEN FLOWER

   The unique possibility to change the luminaire's  
      photometry by tilting, rotating or adjusting the petals'  
      height using a ball joint    
    2, 3, 4 or more petals can be used    
    Also suitable for wall mounting – GARDEN FLOWER WALL   
    One luminaire can be used for both general and  

Technical data:

      illumination lighting iluminacyjnego    
    Black or gray powered coated die-cast aluminum    
    ON/OFF version. Optional wired DALI or wireless ZigBee 

(Zlight) lighting control available    
    Two light distribution angles available: 120° and 170°    
   



EMERGENCY LIGHTING

Technical data:

 the ARIS family

  Light source power: 1 W, 2 W, 3 W  
  Protection class: II   
  Ingress protection rating: IP40   
  Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC   
  Sign visibility: 25 m 

ARIS

    A luminaire for emergency safety sign lighting in   
      accordance with the standards EN 1838, EN 50172  
   Ceiling-mounted (ASDN), wall-mounted (ASON) and  

     pendant (ASOZ, ASDZ) versions available   
   Safety sign lighting using pictograms indicating 
    the escape routes in accordance with the ISO 7010  
    standard   

   CLICK ON mounted pictogram screens   
   A plastic screen with a high sign illumination uniformity 

coefficient   
   Modern batteries with LiFePO4 lithium-ion technology and a 

backup duration time of 1 or 3 hours   
   Operation in maintained, switchable, and non-maintained mode  
     Housing made of self-extinguishing plastic that withstands a  
      flammability test in 850°C 

Features of the  ARIS family:

Technical data:

 the LUMI family  
 

  Light source power: 1x1 W, 1x2 W, 1x3 W  
  Protection class: II   
  Ingress protection rating: IP65   
  Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC   
  Light distribution: CR, VWD, ASM, WD   
 

LUMI

  Safety sign emergency luminaire in accordance with the EN 
1838 and EN 50172 standards; ceiling-mounted (LUN) and 
Escape route emergency lighting in accordance with 

    the EN 60598-2-22 standard   
    A multitude of power variant and optics combinations   
   Modern batteries with LiFePO4 lithium-ion technology 

    and a backup duration time of 1 or 3 hours   
   Operation in maintained, switchable, and non-maintained mode   
  Housing made of self-extinguishing plastic that withstands a 

flammability test in 850°C   
   The following versions are available: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI   

Features of the LUM family:

EMERGENCY LIGHTING

Technical data:

 the MONITOR1 IP40 LED family 

  Light source power: 1.2 W  
  Protection class: II      
  Ingress protection rating: IP40   
  Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC   
  Sign visibility:  20 m

MONITOR1 IP40 LED

   A luminaire for emergency escape route and anti-panic 
lighting in accordance with the EN 1838 and EN 50172 
standards   

    Escape route emergency lighting in accordance with 
      the EN 60598-2-22 standard   
   Safety sign lighting using pictograms indicating the escape 

routes in accordance with the ISO 7010 standard   
   Suitable for surface mounting on walls   

  The perfect combination of compact dimensions and 
luminance uniformity   

  Uniform sign illumination due to a large amount of low-
power LEDs   

  A version with the DALI-2 protocol is available – a global 
communication and lighting control and supervision system   

  The curvature of the reflector was designed to optimize the 
sign's light uniformity

Features of the  MONITOR1 IP40 LED family:

Technical data:

 the MONITOR1 IP65 LED-HO family  
 
 

   Light source power: 4x1 W  
   Protection class: II   
   Ingress protection rating: IP65   
   Power supply voltage: 230 V AC, 220 V DC   
   Light distribution: CR, VWD, ASM, NR, EL, WD
  
 

MONITOR1 IP65 LED-HO  

    Safety sign emergency luminaire in accordance with 
      the EN 1838 and EN 50172 standards   
    Escape route emergency lighting in accordance with 
      the EN 60598-2-22 standard   
   An increased ingress protection rating and mechanical 

impact resistance   
   Illumination from large heights  

   Backup duration time: 1 h, 3 h  
   Operation in maintained, switchable, 
     and non-maintained mode  
   A version with the DALI-2 protocol is available – a global 

communication and lighting control and supervision system   
   A version with batteries that can be used in sub-zero 

temperatures is also available

Features of the MONITOR1 IP65 LED-HO family:
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EMERGENCY LIGHTING

 VERTEX

VERTEX control unit features:

VERTEX

Lighting automation controller functions:
 
     monitoring the status of the batteries and light sources in the emergency luminaires
     continuous communication with the luminaires – status updates in real time 
      performing functional testing and back up time tests for selected test groups, initiated either manually 

      or automatically at scheduled times
      access to the monitoring and configuration of the entire system via an intuitive web application 

from any device that supports a web browser (smartphone, tablet, computer) and from any system 
platform (Windows, Android, Linux, iOS)

      automatic loading of Vertex controllers and luminaires
     the possibility to schedule battery formatting for every test group 
       delayed switching back to normal operation in emergency luminaires after mains voltage is restored 

(the PROLONG TIME function)
     inhibit mode blocking capability for luminaires
     setting the mode of the emergency luminaire’s operation via the application
     luminaire brightness control in maintained operating mode 
      freely programmable luminaire testing and lighting control schedules (brightness level, on/off) 

       in the calendar
     built-in memory for storing the system configuration and event log
     access to the event log in accordance with the DIN EN 50172 standard via a pendrive and the web  

       application
     Modbus IP communication protocol support for cooperation with the Building Management System 

      (BMS)
     automatic software updates
     autonomous emergency lighting system management (does not require a computer)
     emergency luminaire identification in the building using flashing general light sources
     distribution of the installed luminaires

A lighting automation controller designed to control extensive general
and emergency lighting systems. It allows remote control, monitoring,
configuration, and even maintenance of the devices connected
within the system. It is a fully autonomous unit with three built-in
communication protocols: 

    with the user via a convenient web application,
    with luminaires using the international DALI standard,
    with the Building Management System (BMS) via Modbus IP.
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